
Daycare
Expectations

So you’re here for your dog’s temperament test…. Great!
Welcome to All About Dogs! What qualities are we looking for

when we are doing a temperament test? Let us explain..
 

SOCIABILITY WITH  NEW PEOPLE AND DOGS:
Though we separate the groups mostly based on size, we also
separate based on temperament or age sometimes too. Your dog
will encounter many different types of dogs with varying
personalities while here for daycare. We are checking to see if your
dog is willing to meet and tolerate all different energy levels, and
that they are greeting properly. If your dog is ‘dog selective’ our
daycare may not be a good option for your situation. 

We Work For your dream
building and houses

COMFORT AWAY FROM HOME:
There will always be some level of adjustment period when your dog starts coming to
daycare. Sometimes the dog just needs a little time to adjust, and sometimes it’s just
not an enjoyable option for your dog. We always try to coax the new dogs out of their
shell and give them lots of praise. If your dog is extremely stressed and will not interact
with the other dogs, we will discuss other options with you. 

ABILITY TO REST INDEPENDENTLY:
We use crates and kennels in our facility to give dogs breaks and to feed their lunches at
‘naptime’. We highly recommend crate training your dog. It is so important for dogs to learn
how to rest independently and the crate is an excellent tool to do so. Just like people, dogs
communicate better with a cool head. Ideally when we give a dog a break, they go from super
worked up to calmed down while in the crate or kennel. If your dog is not comfortable in a
crate, they will not calm down how we need them to in order to rejoin the group.

SELF-RESTRAINT, ABILITY TO READ SOCIAL CUES, AND ABILITY TO
LISTEN TO VERBAL CUES:
We love watching a good, balanced wresting match or a game of ‘catch me if you can!’. While
we always have staff watching your dog while in daycare, behaviors such as: excessive
jumping, nipping, mounting, herding, barging through gates or doorways, barreling over other
dogs, and excessive roughness are behaviors that can cause a fight in a group setting. Our
staff are trained to identify and intervene in these behaviors but the dogs must be able to
read the other dogs and respect boundaries to help keep themselves out of trouble. 


